LEGAL FINDINGS
Across
1 1980s TV alien
4 Spend sparingly
9 Earl Scruggs and Lester ___
(bluegrass duo who played
Carnegie Hall in 1962 and 1964)
14 Agnus ___
15 Indonesian island
16 “Lou Grant” star Ed
17 With full knowledge
19 ___-Grain (cereal brand)
20 Museo displays
21 Mentally spaced out
23 Japanese monarch (abbr.)
24 Back-to-health process, for
short
26 “___ out!” (call at the plate)
27 Nutmeg covering
28 Big name in ice cream
29 Java brewer
32 Hockey rink divider
34 Brew, as tea
36 “Hit the road!”
37 Banana pudding add-ins,
often
40 It may be hummed
41 Not as touched
42 Robot that looks human
44 ___ cit.
45 Coiled hairdo
48 Insect repellent ingredient
49 Critic’s pick?
51 Prefix with jet or prop
53 Hit the wrong button, say
54 Discrimination of a sort
57 ___ court

by Judge Victor Fleming
58 Group whose name is Arabic
for “zeal”
60 Depart furtively
62 Arcade game maker
63 Justice Kagan
64 ___-Croix, Que.
65 Gossipmonger
66 Pepe ___ (cartoon skunk)
67 Ballpark fig.
Down
1 Invasive computer programs
2 Looked like a wolf?
3 ___ rich
4 RR stop
5 New Zealand bird
6 One-named supermodel
7 Conger relative
8 Lean toward
9 Canine tooth
10 Tigers of the SEC
11 ACL part
12 End
13 One of a matching three
18 ___ & Perrins (sauce brand)
22 Pizza spice
25 Reply to “Why don’t you like
me?”
27 Take up, e.g.
30 Counting (on)
31 “___ blu, dipinto di ...”
(“Volare” lyric)
33 It may be latent
34 Bullpen sound
35 Family men
37 Regard as sacred

38
39
40
43
45
46
47
50
52
54
55

Council member
___-Mart
Capitalized on something
Fuel for semis
Look casually
WW2 fleet
“Soon, maybe ...”
Duke or Earl
Thurman of “Be Cool”
Babylon’s continent
Flow gradually

56 Locks in a barn?
59 “... an ___, not a science!”
61 “Finding” in this puzzle’s three
longest answers

Vic Fleming is a district judge in
Little Rock, Arkansas.
Answers are found on page 34.
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